
Walking through a book. 

 

 

We know that ‘shared reading’ matters. Shared reading with your child can develop 

language skills and positive attitudes to reading. The more children read and the more 

widely they read (fiction, non-fiction and poetry) the more exposure they have to the 

language of the book, it will set them up for being able to communicate effectively and 

their writing skills will improve greatly. It is recommended that a book be kept for at 

least three days when sent home. Here are a few ideas for you to try. I have used a 

book and given examples. 

 

1) Looking at the front cover. 

 

What do you think is going to happen in this book? 

  

What is dad doing? 

 

Which room do you think that the people are in and 

why? 

 

What could the boy be writing about? 

 

Can you see the skipping rope? What games could you 

make up with a skipping rope? 

 

Look at the title of the book, how do you know it is the title? (Written in large bold 

letters) 

 

Can you read any words in the title? Which ones have you seen before?  

 

What other type of ‘see/sea’ do we know? The word ‘skip’ has what blend at the 

beginning? (Sk) 

 

2) Let’s read the book 

Read the book; share this experience with your child. Notice the same words that 

come up again and again. 

3) On the second visit through the book you can pause more frequently to ask 

questions. Discuss the thoughts and feelings of the characters in the book.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know that the girl is happy? 

(She is smiling) Can you think of a more 

exciting word than ‘happy’? 



If there are any words that your child does not understand then explain the meaning 

and then ask them the next morning what the words meant. 

 

4) When you read it again, look for the punctuation. Capital letters, full stops, question 

marks. Why do we need to have full stops? I quite often give an example of trying to 

read a book without pausing at all. This seems to help the children understand why 

punctuation particularly full stops are used.  

 

5) Can your child make up a different ending to the book? Verbal story telling is vital 

for children’s imagination. A good game is where you start with a sentence and then 

your child carries it on. It does not have to be long but language rich. 

 

     
 

 

A new ending 

 

6) Dad had not skipped for a very long time and the dog looked scared. Just as dad 

started skipping the dog ran into the skipping rope and they all ended up in a terrible 

mess!  

 

Dad who had not skipped for a long time decided he was going to have a go himself. 

The children looked anxious but so did the dog. As dad started, the dog ran into the 

swimming pool knocking everyone over! They were all drenched. 

 

As the children progress through the school it is vital that you still hear your child 

read because sometimes a fluent reader will miss out words they do not understand 

and then the text will not make sense. When a parent takes part in the reading with 

their child, unknown words can be shared and explained. We are focusing on 

vocabulary this year and using more exciting vocabulary when writing. 


